Crystal nucleation in binary hard sphere mixtures: a Monte Carlo simulation study.
We present calculations of the nucleation barrier during crystallization in binary hard sphere mixtures under moderate degrees of supercooling using Monte Carlo simulations in the isothermal-isobaric semigrand ensemble in conjunction with an umbrella sampling technique. We study both additive and negatively nonadditive binary hard sphere systems. The solid-fluid phase diagrams of such systems show a rich variety of behavior, ranging from simple spindle shapes to the appearance of azeotropes and eutectics to the appearance of substitutionally ordered solid phase compounds. We investigate the effect of these types of phase behavior upon the nucleation barrier and the structure of the critical nucleus. We find that the underlying phase diagram has a significant effect on the mechanism of crystal nucleation. Our calculations indicate that fractionation of the species upon crystallization increases the difficulty of crystallization of fluid mixtures and in the absence of fractionation (azeotropic conditions) the nucleation barrier is comparable to pure fluids. We also calculate the barrier to nucleation of a substitutionally ordered compound solid. In such systems, which also show solid-solid phase separation, we find that the phase that nucleates is the one whose equilibrium composition is closer to the composition of the fluid phase.